GOVERNMENT NOTICE No. 50

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF CHILUMBA WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Chilumba Water Area) Order, 2020.

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Chilumba Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF CHILUMBA WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Chilumba Water Area is as follows—

To the northern part, the boundary starts at Nyungwe trading centre at coordinates E622008, N8862082; and then meets the shores of Lake Malawi at point E627220, N8864642; then proceeds south east along the shores of the Lake for about 79 kilometres passing the Karonga-Rumphi District boundary at point 628553, N8829505; up to point E632043, N8807592; and turns north east up to Nkhoswe hill at point E630177, N8808729; where it turns northwards up to point E630778, 8812298; and changes direction to north west up until it crosses Thukutu River at point E629019, N8814483; and turns north up to point E629359, N8817555; crossing the M1 road at Chiweta. It then turns west, runs for 0.7 km and turns north at point E628652, N8817702. It passes along the eastern edge of Chombe forest up to Bogolo Stream at point E627046, N8827042; and turns south east wards to point E620332, 8825530 where it meets meets the Chitirnba-Livingstonia-Rumphi S 103 Road, turns northwest along the road until it crosses the road at point E619451, N8827185; and turns north where it reaches the eastern extent of Nyika National Park at point E619688, N8830688. From this point, the boundary heads north-westwards along the edge of Nyika National Park passing through Fulirwâ where it crosses Wovwe River at point E618570, N88447990; before it reaches Chandopa Hill at point E602900, N8867855; and branches off into the south east direction. It turns south-south east at Mwanyesya II Village at point E614578, 8867535, At Mwazolokere Village at point; E618424, 8860453; the boundary turns north east wards to reach Nyungwe Trading Centre at point E622008, N8862082.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

(DECLARATION OF CHILUMBA WATER AREA)

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: IWD/CONF/11/47)
GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 51

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF CHINTHECHE WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation
1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Chintheche Water Area) Order, 2020.

Declaration of Chintheche Water Area
2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Chintheche Water Area.

SCHEDULE
(para. 2)

DESCRIPTION OF CHINTHECHE WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Chintheche Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary starts at point E627090, N8705308; Gulugulu Village and runs south east along the shores of Lake Malawi to Muyewa village at point E636535, N8700988; and turns south west, runs for 68 kilometres along the Lakeshore up to Dwambazi River. At Dwambazi River, the boundary goes in the west direction along the river up to point E605177, N8648636; near Nkholo Village then northwest through the South Viphya Forest Reserve in the north up to point E601819, N8656950. It changes direction to the west up to Machilika Village to point E594615, N8655499; and north to Mbalambala village at point E594486, N8660766. The boundary then proceeds eastwards up to point E604668, N8662218; close to Mlowe River where it then heads in the northwest direction. It continues along the edge of South Viphya Forest Reserve northwest-wards up to Chikula village at point E598976, N8684419. It turns northeast up to point E608463, N8693304; in Thula Village then heads in the eastern direction up to point E613541, N8693609; then back in the northeast direction, proceeds all the way up to point E627090, N8705308; in Gulugulu Village.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources
25th August, 2020

GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 52

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF CHITIPA WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Chitipa Water Area) Order, 2020.

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Chitipa Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF CHITIPA WATER AREA

The boundary description for Chitipa Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary starts at the most northern point of the Malawi-Tanzania border at point E499961, N8964549; it then heads south-eastwards along the border until it reaches the northern tip of the Songwe River at point E502711, N8961364. The boundary proceeds along the Malawi-Tanzania border and the banks of Songwe River up to point E552780, N8936650; close to Ibabala school where it branches off from the river banks into the southeast direction, passing Kangozi Hill at point E502711, N8961364 Chamya School at E555412, N8932136. At Mwandisi Bible Believers Church at point E555412, N8929108; the boundary turns on to a southern direction up to point E557146, N8926716; where it returns to the southeast direction. The boundary proceeds in the south eastern direction up to the confluence of the rivers Kalenge and Chibighi at point E564143, N8919134; where it turns into a south west direction until it crosses Chambo River at point E546469, N8902479. It then turns west up to the Malawi-Zambia Border at Namitawa Hill at point E541619, N8904075. The boundary turns into northwest and runs along the Malawi-Zambia border up to the most northern point of the Malawi-Tanzania Border to point E499961, N8964549.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: IWD/CONF/11/47)
GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 53

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF CHIZUMULU WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation
1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Chizumulu Water Area) Order, 2020.

Declaration of Chizumulu Water Area
2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Chizumulu Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF CHIZUMULU WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Chizumulu Water Area is as follows—

The boundary of Chizumulu water areas runs along the shores of Lake Malawi surrounding the entire Chizumulu Island.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: IWD/CONF/11/47)

GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 54

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF EKWENDENI WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation
1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Ekwendeni Water Area) Order, 2020.

Declaration of Ekwendeni Water Area
2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Ekwendeni Water Area.
SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF EKWENDENI WATER AREA

The boundary description of Ekwendeni Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary runs from Mgombera Jere village at point E589348, N8765315; and runs south-eastwards to point E591818, N8762314. It crosses the M1 road at point E596350, N876166U; before turning southeast at Debora Chihana Village at point E600704, N8761646. It then turns south eastwards to Peter Chavula Kampeya B Village at point; E612482, N8751223 close to the Mzimba-NkhataBay boundary; where it turns into south west direction and crosses the M1 road at Blessings Academy at point E602866, N8740441 up to Ekweweni School at point E599234, N8737264 then turns east. It goes all the way up to the stretch of Ruvwere River at E573460, N8738308 and turns north east towards Kalingachibo Hill at point E582633, N8746678.

The boundary changes direction at point E590733, N8757391; towards the northern edge of Bunganya Forest Reserve where it turns northwest. It then crosses the T308 Road at point E587784, N8760395, at Thandata Chirambo Village and turns north until it reaches Mgombera Jere Village at point E589348, N8765315.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 55

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF JENDA WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Jenda Water Area) Order, 2020.

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Jenda Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF JENDA WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Jenda Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary starts north at Chalowataya Zulanga Village at point E552338, N8652046; then drops slightly south eastwards up to point E553137, N8647711; then turns southeast towards Kamata River at E559292, N8641034; it turns eastwards up to Zakeyo...
Village at E561724, N8641142; then heads north eastwards. The boundary proceeds up to Chizuwé Phiri Village at point E563597, N8651475 close to the confluence of South Rukuru and Luviri Rivers where it changes in the easterly direction. At E572781, N8652083, the boundary crosses the M1 Road at Luviri Trading Centre. The direction of the boundary changes at Mbalambala Village at point E576023, N8629261, the boundary turns west and runs along the edge of the Forest Reserve all the way to the north-western end of the Forest Reserve at point E551857, N8637733 where it turns northwest to cross Nthundu River at E548652, N8642159; and turns northeast reach to reach Chinkhando Banda Village at point E548724, N8649723 and turns northeast to meet Chalowataya Zulanga Village at point E552338, N8652046.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. Tembo  
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources  

GOVERNMENT NOTICE No. 56

WATERWORKS ACT  
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF KARONGA WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Karonga Water Area) Order, 2020.

Declaration of Karonga Water Area

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Karonga Water Area.

SCHEDULE  
(para. 2)

DESCRIPTION OF KARONGA WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Karonga Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary starts at Kalongolera Village at point E600974, N8926503. It then proceeds southwest to Kaporo and Kasantha trading centres at points E595563, N8922748; and E592678, N8923296. The boundary heads northwards up to the southern tip of Mayoka Stream at point E588437, N8927221; then turns southwest up to point N585216, 8917792 where it turns west. The boundary then crosses Lufilya River at Mwenebande...
Ng’ambi Village at point E576666, N8917314; and turns southeast to Mkamasa River at point E581430, N8907751; and turns south-westwards to cross the Karonga-Chitipa M26 road at point E579585, N8903701. The boundary runs along the Chitipa-Karonga District boundary passing through Kayerekela village at point E573432, N8900090. The boundary meets the northern end of Nyika National Park at point E584447, N8876016; and follows the edge of the National Park until it reaches Chandopa Hill at point E602900, N8867855; and branches off into the south east direction. It turns south-south east at Mwanyesya II Village at point E614578, 8867535. At Mwazolokere Village at point E618424, 8860453; the boundary turns north east wards to reach Nyungwe trading centre at point E622008, N8862082; and then meets the shores of Lake Malawi at point E627220, N8864642, proceeds northwest along the shores of the Lake for about 75 kilometres up to Kalongolera Village in the north, at point E600974, N8926503.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

GOVERNMENT NOTICE No. 57

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)
WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD)
(DECLARATION OF LIKOMA WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Likoma Water Area) Order, 2020.

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Likoma Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF LIKOMA WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Likoma Water Area is as follows—

The boundary of Likoma water areas runs along the shores of Lake Malawi surrounding the entire Likoma Island within Likoma District.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources
GOVERNMENT NOTICE No. 58

WATERWORKS ACT

(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF MZIMBA WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Mzimba Water Area) Order, 2020.

Declaration of Mzimba Water Area

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Mzimba Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF MZIMBA WATER AREA

The boundary description of Mzimba Water Area is as follows—

The north, the boundary runs from Bawa FP School at coordinates E568798, N8691319; to the western edge of the Southern Viphya Forest Reserve at Musese Hill, at point E589482, N8692206; then turns south along the Forest Reserve. It continues until in starts to run along the western boundary of Luwawa Forest Reserve at point E589482, N8692206. It continues along Luwawa Forest Reserve, crossing Mzimba River at point E585977, N8673398; up until in joins the northern edge of Perekezi Forest Reserve at point E589482, N8692206; it proceeds westwards along the edge of the Forest Reserve up to the confluence of Mharaunda and Kavukura rivers at point E555930, N8669275; where it turns north up to St. Joseph School at point E553256, N8681777. It continues north eastwards to Bawa FP School and ends at point E568798, N8691319.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: IWD/CONF/11/47)

GOVERNMENT NOTICE No. 59

WATERWORKS ACT

(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF MZUZU WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Mzuzu Water Area) Order, 2020.
25th August, 2020

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Mzuzu Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF MZUZU WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Mzuzu Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary runs from Doroba School at point E606988, N8744395; to E623118, N8746694; then eastwards to point E608599, N8744941; and turns northeast up to Kalani Msiska Village at point E610870, N8745926. The boundary crosses the Chigwere S108 road at point E613320, N8745143; then heads in the northeast direction up to point E618446, N8747828; where it changes direction to the east. At Chimojimoji Village at point E623066, 8746672; the boundary turns into the southwest direction until it meets the edge of Kaning'ina Forest Reserve at point E622250, N8743537. It runs south west wards along the edge of the Forest Reserve up to the junction of T316 and S108 roads at point E614797, N8740491. From this point it continues southwards along the S108 road and the edge of the forest reserve. At point E5614475, N8734728; the boundary gets inside the Forest Reserve to cover the entire perimeter of the Lunyangwa Dam and exits at point E6149650, N8732776. It the proceeds along the edge of the Forest Reserve and the M5 road up to point E617281, N8727776. At point E617296, N8727560; the boundary crosses the M5 road and turns southwest up to point E617281, N8727776; and turns slightly to northwest direction to point E613047, N8726658 and heads southwest to Lukalazi Estate at point E608782, N8725273.

From Lukalazi Estate, the boundary crosses Kapumbulu stream at point E605943, N8725255; and turns southwest to meet the edge of Lusangazi Forest Reserve at point E604613, N8724198; then proceeds up to point E602107, N8721881; and turns in the southwest direction at point E593979, N8723469; runs along the M1 Road up to point E589769, N8719775; and turns northwest wards to James Mphande village at point E584311, N8723800 where it turns north-north-east up to Chimbongondo school. From Chimbongondo School, the boundary heads northeast, crosses the M1 road at Blessings Academy at point E602866, N8740441 and reaches Doroba School at point E606988, N8744395.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: JWD/CONF/11/47)
GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 60

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF OF NKHATA BAY WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation
1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Nkhata- Bay Water Area) Order, 2020.

Declaration of Nkhata-Bay Water Area
2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Nkhata- Bay Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF NKHATA-BAY WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Nkhata-Bay Water Area is as follows—

The northern part of the boundary runs from the edge of Kaning’ina Forest Reserve and the confluence of rivers Limphasa and Luwawa rivers at point E628784, N8729126. It heads in the east direction and changes at point E631297, N8729236 to southern direction to point E631878, N8723878; near Limphasa River. It then heads in the south east direction up to Burukutu Village at point E635315, N8721073; where it changes to northeast direction until it meets the shores of lake Malawi at Chigwiti River at point E638876, N8726482. It the runs along the shores of lake Malawi for 32 kilometres to Muyewa village at E636535, N870988 and turns northwest up to the confluence of rivers Lingwinya and Limphasa at E630588, N8704382 where it turns into northwest direction passing Mukuwazi Forest Reserve to Kawalazi CDSS at E621998, N8714240 then heads north to Njara village at E622702, N8718782 where it goes into the northwest direction crossing Kavuzi river to point 617862.933, N8722210; before reaching the edge of Kaning’ina Forest Reserve at point E617296, N8727560. From this point on, the boundary turns south and runs along the edge of the Forest Reserve in the southeast direction up to point E619815, N8725260; where it still follows the edge of the Forest Reserve but in the northeast direction up to Kapalapata Village at point E625947, N8729602; and heads to east direction to meet the confluence of rivers Limphasa and Luwawa Rivers at point E628784, N8729126.

Made this 17 day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE. NO. IWD/CONF/11/47)
GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 61

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF NTHALIRE WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Nthalire Water Area) Order, 2020.

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Nthalire Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF NTHALIRE WATER AREA
(paragraph 2)

The boundary description of the Nthalire Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary starts at Kasunguwanji Hill at point E561500, N8867875; and heads east to meet the southern end of Mahowe Forest Reserve at point E566167, 8868847; and turns southeast until it crosses Tuwale stream at point E570366, N8865641; where it turns east. Before crossing the North Rukuru River at point E576632, N8864603; the boundary heads into the southeast direction towards the western edge of Nyika National Park at point E561500, N8867875; Chikande River. It then proceeds along the national park's western edge up to Chawezga School at point E573588, N8842240. The boundary turns into west directions and meets the Malawi-Zambia border and crosses the M9 road at point E569306, N8841245. From the border, the boundary heads up northwest along the border up to Kasunguwanji Hill at point E561500, N8867875.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: IWD/CONF/11/47)

GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. 62

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF RUMPHI WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Rumphi Water Area) Order, 2020.
Declaration of Rumphi Water Area

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Rumphi Water Area.

SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF RUMPHI WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Rumphi Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary starts at the southern edge of Nyika National Park where the National Park meets the Malawi-Zambia border at point E560553, N8813885; it continues south eastwards running along the boundaries of Nyika National Park crossing Runyina River at point E581480, N8801586; then continues along the edge of the National Park up to point E601299, N8792156; at Linga primary school. The boundary continues along the edges of Nyika National Park in the northeast direction for 17 km up to Checheche Stream at point E610778, N8809595; where it turns east running along the banks Checheche stream and Nchenachena River. It then turns northeast at point E618301, N8807132 in Chakanda Village along Nchenachena River proceeding to Mchenga coal mines at point E625393, N8817428.

The boundary proceeds to Phwezi Trading Centre at point E615650, N8798433; before turning south-westwards. The boundary crosses Luzi River close to St. Vincent primary school at point E609771, N8782310; before crossing the M1 Road at point E596482, N8761917 close to Enukweni Trading Centre and turns in the west direction and crosses the M9 Road at point E569180, N8764956; and turns north-westwards running along the boundary of Vwaza Marsh Reserve. It then meets the Malawi-Zambia Border at Kapolola village at point E539356, N8803337; and turns north-eastwards to meet the boundary of Nyika National Park and the Malawi-Zambia border at point E560553, N8813885.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: IWD/CONF/11/47)

GOVERNMENT NOTICE No. 63

WATERWORKS ACT
(CAP 72:01)

WATERWORKS (NORTHERN REGION WATERBOARD) (DECLARATION OF SONGWE WATER AREA) ORDER, 2020

IN EXERCISE of the powers conferred by Section 4 of the Waterworks Act, I, NANCY TEMBO, Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources make the following Order—

Citation

1. This Order may be cited as the Waterworks (Northern Region Water Board) (Declaration of Songwe Water Area) Order, 2020.

Declaration of Songwe Water Area

2. The area described in the Schedule hereto, is declared the Songwe Water Area.
SCHEDULE

DESCRIPTION OF SONGWE WATER AREA

The boundary description of the Songwe Water Area is as follows—

To the north, the boundary starts on the banks of Songwe River close to Kalulu School at point E573349, N8937853. The boundary proceeds along the Malawi-Tanzania border through Songwe Immigration and Customs Office at point E583284, N8940685; towards Lake Malawi. Before reaching the shores of Lake Malawi, the boundary turns southwest at Kalongolera Village at point E600974, N8926503. It then proceeds to Kaporo and Kasantha trading centres at points E595563, N8922748; and E592678, N8923296; respectively. It then goes into the northwest direction crosses Kyungu River at point E588034, N8930204; runs southwest in-between Mpherere and Kwao-Ighamba Rivers up to Chisi village at point E581653, N8926779; and turns northwest proceeding to the point E573705, N8931363; where Kanuwiri and Wipando Streams branch, and turns north to meet the Malawi-Tanzania border on the banks of Songwe River close to Kalulu School at points E573349, N8937853.

Made this 17th day of August, 2020.

N. TEMBO
Minister of Forestry and Natural Resources

(FILE NO.: IWD/CONF/11/47)